Western Road Community Primary School Weekly Foundation Subjects Plan
Class: Elder (Year 5)

Teacher: Miss Lester

Term: 6

Week Beginning: 13.07.20

Note: All slides are PDF format, so can be printed.
Subject
Science

The Learning

WALT compare the timelines of
other animals with humans.

Monday

WILF: compare the timeline with milestones
for three animal classes.; identify similarities

Please read the slides carefully, then
complete the activity.
‘Week 7. Day 1. Science Slides’

Tuesday

History

WALT identify Ancient Egyptian leisure
activities.
WILF: explain what A.E did in their free time.;
Compare activities with modern ones.

Please read the slides carefully, then
complete the activity.
‘Week 7. Day 2. History Slides’

Your Challenge
Create a leaflet of ‘Life on Earth’.
You should:
Choose 3 animals from three classes (e.g. mammal, bird, reptile)
Use your life cycles from this term and last to create a timeline for
each animal, with milestones (significant physical development events
or life events). You can use last week’s for humans.

Next
On Seesaw? Upload
your work for me to
see.
At home? Show an
adult your excellent
efforts.

Then, compare them: is there anything they all have in common?
Who has the: longest life? Most milestones? And whatever else you
would like to include.
Please use the scientific vocabulary (words) for what you are talking
about.
Design a game for Ancient Egyptian times, based on what you know
about them and the games you’ve seen today.
Think about the materias that would have been available to make
them with. You can build a prototype of your game and play it at
home, if you like.

Show an adult your
work.

Wednesday

Geography

Today please enjoy this virtual school trip
to Iceland! It will take you through the
fabulous nature of Iceland, which will
explore volcanoes, earthquakes and
geothermal energy from Term 5, as well as
tectonic plates, rivers and the sea from
Term 6.
Please stop watching at 48 minutes.

On Seesaw? Upload
your work for me to
see.
At home? Show an
adult your excellent
efforts.

https://safeyoutube.net/w/GJsN
Pssst: I’ll be nicest to watch on fullscreen.

Thursday

Transition

We’re getting ready for Year 6 today.

Today I would like you to write yourself as a story character!

As you know, your teacher will be Miss
Doone next year. I would like you to write for
her today: I will then be passing it onto her
to help her get to know you. :

Introduce yourself as if you are a narrator describing a
character in third person. You should use descriptive language
include your hopes and dreams for Year 6 – what do you want
to achieve? What are your ambitions?
We did something similar on the day we met. I will give you
those on our goodbye, so that you can compare them.

Transition

Today we’re helping Year 4 prepare for
Year 5.

Friday

Make a mind map of everything you’ve
enjoyed socially and in lessons in Year 5.

I would like to write a poster or a leaflet advertising Year 5.
What is good about it? Why should they want to be there?
What do they have to look forward to?
Add one thing you’ve learned or one way you’ve developed as a unique
selling point for Year 5.
Try to use some of the persuasive writing techniques from this year:
rhetorical questions, alliteration, similes.
Enjoy!

On Seesaw? Upload
your work for me to
see – I will pass this
on to Miss Doone.
At home? Show an
adult your excellent
efforts.

I will give these to
Mrs Hamilton to
show her Year 5’s at
the beginning of
next year.

Optionals:
Exercise:
Zumba! https://family.gonoodle.com/channels/zumba-kids
Every other week the European Space Agency are releasing fun new physical exercises here:
https://www.esa.int/Education/Expedition_Home/Train_like_an_astronaut_challenges Please do not use their social media pages to post images of yourself.
Virtual Sports Day: https://www.activesussex.org/virtual/
Have a practise, have a go and submit your points.
Music: you can have a play around on Yumu with your login details from your home learning pack.
Feeling stressed?
Have a go at scribbling on the Art Box: https://www.childline.org.uk/toolbox/art-box/ or use another activity on The Calm Zone:
https://www.childline.org.uk/toolbox/calm-zone/

